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In the modern history it is almost impossible to exist ignoring others 

around you or isolate from the rest of the world. Even if we see some examples, 

this practice seems to be lamentable. States have to co-exist, help each other or, at 

least to be able to benefit from any kind of connection or relations. At the same 

time some countries have problems that cannot be solved. It might be political, 

economic or cultural issues. So if they haven’t been solved, it might mean that 

some forces do not let it happen. In this case the country needs to get support from 

others. For this purposes, political representation abroad is being used. States have 

to lead strong campaigns abroad, and lobbing is one of its forms. Term of lobby 

originated in monastery in XVI century and from Medieval Latin laubia, lobia 

meant "covered walk in a monastery‖. Meaning ―large entrance hall in a public 

building‖ is from 1590s
1
. According to the BBC, the term ―lobbying‖ comes from 

the gathering of Members of Parliament and peers in the hallways (or lobbies) of 

Houses of Parliament before and after parliamentary debates
2
.Only in the early 

XIX century, the term ―lobbyism‖ got modern meaning. Political sense of "those 

who seek to influence legislation" is attested by 1790s in American English, in 

reference to the custom of influence-seekers gathering in large entrance-halls 

outside legislative chambers. Through lobbying topicality, social significance of 

any issue is forwarded to power structures that are convinced in their priority, 

operational and exact execution. Lobbying is the means of reasoning, the 

mechanism of preparation and adoption of the relevant acts. It can be identified as 

activities of direct or indirect influence on government authorities in order to make 

their interests taken into account. They might be political and public.Those 

countries that have political, economic, social and other issues to be dealt use 

lobbying. For example, we don’t hear the expression of ―Swedish lobby‖ or 

―Norwegian lobby‖. The reason of it is in the support a country needs to get. 

Definitely lobbying is being used for these purposes. Let us say, Israel, Azerbaijan, 

Armenia, Ireland, Greece, Turkey. Due to known reasons, all of them lead their 

main lobbying activities in the USA. The USA is one of a few countries where 

lobbying activity is legalized and disclosure of it is required. All this specified in 

the Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1996. Besides this, there is another important 
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document in the US. It is The Foreign Agents Registration Act that was enacted in 

1938. FARA is a disclosure statute that requires persons acting as agents of foreign 

principals in a political or quasi-political capacity to make periodic public 

disclosure of their relationship with the foreign principals, as well as activities, 

receipts and disbursements in support of those activities.  Disclosure of the 

required information facilitates evaluation by the government and the American 

people of the statements and activities of such persons in light of their function as 

foreign agents
3
. 

I guess, it is worth noting that naturally, power structures work not with 

lobbyists’ interests but with their offers. So, if offer has response, interest is being 

satisfied. Moreover, interests are never voiced to the full. What is voiced during 

communications as interest, does not match with real interests. Otherwise they had 

to deal with pressure, bribery and corruption. In this work I’ll try to direct your 

attention to lobbying groups, give examples of successful lobbying activities and 

define some deficiencies by illustrating some cases of lobbying histories with an 

emphasis on Azerbaijan. 

 

World Experience 

First, I would like to draw attention to world experience and most 

effective lobbying practices. Jewish lobby, particularly in the USA, has shown 

everyone how powerful a lobby might be. For many years Israel has defied 

numerous United Nations resolutions that were both on Israel’s military aggression 

and on issues concerning some other countries’ problems. Moreover, there is 

resolution on illegal Israeli actions in occupied East Jerusalem and the rest of the 

occupied Palestinian territory (document A/ES-10/L.15) that was approved by a 

recorded vote of 144 in favor to 4 against, with 12 abstentions
4
. However, we can’t 

say that Israel complies with their obligations. ―The whole world,‖ said United 

Nations Secretary General Kofi Annan in 2002, ―is demanding that Israel withdraw 

[from occupied Palestinian territories]. I don't think the whole world, including the 

friends of the Israeli people and government, can be wrong...‖ 
5
 

Although Jews make up only two or three percent of the US population, 

they wield immense power and influence – much more than any other ethnic or 
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religious group. Two well-known Jewish writers, Seymour Lipset and Earl Raab, 

pointed out in their book, ―Jews and the New American Scene‖ :  ―During the last 

three decades Jews [in the United States] have made up 50 percent of the top two 

hundred intellectuals... 20 percent of professors at the leading universities ... 40 

percent of partners in the leading law firms in New York and Washington ... 59 

percent of the directors, writers, and producers of the 50 top-grossing motion 

pictures from 1965 to 1982, and 58 percent of directors, writers, and 

producers.
6
20% of American billionaires are Jewish. They control New York Stock 

Exchange and most of the influential newspapers. In 1930’s, cinema industry 

emerged and Jewish practically took over control. ―Metro Goldwyn Mayer‖, 

―Paramount Pictures‖, ―Warner Brothers Pictures‖, ―Universal Pictures‖ and others 

with billions of dollars, famous Hollywood producers, actors, Kosher valley and 

other examples could be used as proof of above
7
.   

Besides Jews, billions of immigrants from dozens of countries came to 

the USA. However, only Jews could achieve success. So why? According to 

sociologists, the main reason is in the Jews’ desire to get education. ―Education has 

always honored in the Jewish tradition, so many Jews upon their arrival in the US 

immediately began to study,‖ – Dan Halperin, former Israeli Economic Attaché to 

the US, said
8
. By the way, mass Jewish exodus to the United States began in 1882, 

after a series of pogroms in Russia. Moreover, there has always been strong Jewish 

tradition of doing business. Irish, for example, whose ancestors were peasants, 

were not that eager to get educated or do business. Success in business had also 

been predetermined by discrimination due to which Jews did not have access to 

many areas of activity. So Jews became active in areas which required taking 

initiative
9
.Even The Immigration Act of 1924 that was to limit immigration didn’t 

prevent from later Jewish settlements in the USA and their power and wealth 

increase. The American Israel Public Affairs Committee (AIPAC) as one of the 

most powerful lobbying groups since the establishment has been promoting ties 

with the USA. They declare that AIPAC works on hundreds of college and high 

school campuses, empowering and educating student activists to answer Israel's 

detractors and how to use political involvement to build support for Israel. 

Moreover, AIPAC professionals work with Synagogues and Churches to promote 

pro-Israel advocacy throughout their congregations. African American and 
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Hispanic leaders work with AIPAC staff and their members of Congress to ensure 

that America supports our ally in the Middle East
10

. 

Thus, lobbying is not corruption, bribery and only money. It is ability to 

do business, to convince, spread influence and find protagonists. The mission of 

lobbying is its expected result. 

Armenian lobby is considered to be the second most powerful lobby in 

the world. History of Armenian lobby, particularly in the USA, was originated in 

the early XX century. After 1915 events a lot of Armenians moved to the 

USA
11

.Already in 1918 former Consul of the Ottoman Empire in Washington 

Vahan Kardashyan founded the American Committee for the Independence of 

Armenia that became outgrowth for the future Armenian National Committee of 

America. As a result, the USA became the first state that recognized the 

independence of the Republic of Armenia. The Immigration Act of 1924 affected 

Armenians too. The quota for them was reduced to 100. However, with the help of 

Armenian National Committee To Aid Homeless Armenians, they were being 

classified as refugees and so, approximately 25.000 Armenians could move to the 

USA.  

Until today Armenia still has two main goals. The first one is to make 

Turkey accept events of 1915 as genocide and worldwide recognition of it, the 

second – international recognition of Nagorno-Karabakh Republic
12

, and they put a 

lot of efforts into achieving these goals. For example, the U.S became the only 

country that provides Nagorno-Karabakh Republic with financial aid. According to 

The Armenian National Committee of America’s (ANCA) document titled 

―Legislative History of U.S. Assistance to Nagorno-Karabakh‖ from 1998 to 2010, 

Nagorno-Karabakh Republic got aid in the amount of 34,500,000$ and 

10,000,000$ more from 2010-2015 (data is taken from media publications and 

anonymous interviews)
13

.Moreover, The U.S. Senate Appropriations Committee 

with the head of Senator Mark Kirk reconfirmed its support for direct U.S. aid to 
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Nagorno-Karabakh Republic for 2016, ANCA has reported
14

.I want to note that the 

same U.S. Senator Mark Kirk (R-Ill.) attended ―100th Anniversary of Armenian 

Genocide‖. Earlier he introduced to Senate Resolution commemorating the 100th 

anniversary of the so-called Armenian Genocide on April 24, 2015: "100 years is 

far too long not to call the murder of 1.5 million Armenians what it was: 

genocide,‖ said Senator Kirk
15

. Besides this, annually the USA leaders have a 

speech on April 24. However the presidents have been avoiding the term 

―genocide‖. This ―genocide‖ hasn’t been recognized by the U.S on the state level. 

Some experts even see its reason in zealous attitude of Jews to this. Jews say there 

was only one genocide in the history and it was holocaust. Zbigniew Brzezinski 

ranked Israeli-American, Armenian-American and Greek-American as the most 

effective in their assertiveness
16

. 

Another example of assiduous lobbying is Latvia. Direct flight from Riga 

to Washington, integration to NATO, establishment of visa-free regime were the 

issues Latvia has been dealing with. As a result, flight exists, Latvia became 

NATO’s member, even managed to host NATO’s summit in Riga, and Latvian 

citizens can travel to the US without visa in the frame of U.S Visa Waiver 

Program
17

.  

Azerbaijan: Failures and Successes   

In the USA, there is a notion of publicopinion.  Americanpublicopinion is 

world-knownforitspresumablystrongimpact on politicsandpolicymaking. It can be 

created, manipulated. Examplesabovehavebeentheproof of effectiveinfluence on 

thepublicopinion. ThePresident of the Coalition to Stop Gun Violence said about 

it: ―What’s much more effective for us, we think, is programs like 20:20. Every 

single one of those news programs that covers a political issue, some organizations 

like ours was there. I always say that about 90% of the lobbying that I do is not 

with Congress but with the program directors. If I can get CNN to run a program 

like that it reaches millions of people‖
18

.Or let’s say the ―eternal persecution‖ of 

Jews. At some points it also might seem just as idea or public opinion. In other 

words, if you want to be able to affect any decision, you need support in the face of 
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public opinion. Lobbying is the kind of instrument of negotiations, ability to get on 

the right side of interlocutor, interest him/her. It’s an instrument of creating image; 

the image of a lobbyist - a person or organization - plays an important role. And 

again, it is the instrument of public relations and advertising that will definitely 

create public opinion: negative or positive. Lobbying is participation in elections, 

donations, speeches, drafting of laws, organization of campaigns, and round tables. 

At this point I suppose it could be appropriate to tell little about Azerbaijani lobby. 

Personally, I consider that problem of our lobbying groups is in techniques they 

use. On 24
th
Аpril of this year we witnessed effectively organized march of 

Armenians from Hollywood to Turkish Consulate on ―Anniversary of the 

Armenian genocide‖. Participants were calling for recognition of 1915 events as 

genocide. Already 43 States of America by legislation or proclamation have 

recognized ―The Armenian Genocide‖
19

. We have to accept: it’s definitely success 

for them. And instead of complaining or insulting we should learn from each other, 

from mistakes and success of others.  

According to Foreign Influence Explorer documents that come from the 

Department of Justice's Foreign Agents Registration Act Records in 2013, the 

amount given to registrants who contact government officials was $2,298,339,03 

and Azerbaijan’s place in this list is under number 10. Another data: according to 

the Attorney General Report to the Congress of the United States on the 

Administration of the Foreign Agents Registration Act of 1938, as amended, for 

the six months ending June 30, 2014, Azerbaijan spent $ 436,405,24 on lobbying 

and non-reported amounts to APCO Worldwide, Inc., Delahunt Group, LLC, 

Potomac Square Group, Roberti + White, LLC Tool Shed Group, LLC. I would 

also like to pay your attention to Nagorno-Karabakh’s funding: $81,653.00 for 

Office of the Nagorno-Karabakh Republic in the USA and non-reported amount to 

William H. Spencer. And the most interesting moment is the: absence of any 

Armenian sources, payments, funding for the last years.  So, if to trust this official 

source, Armenia for all this time did not spend a dollar for their lobbying activities 

in the USA. However, problem of Azerbaijan is that even if they are increasing 

volume of lobbying finances, there aren’t any significant changes or progress. 

Of course, a big failure for Azerbaijan and the greatest achievement for 

Armenian lobby is "Amendment to Section 907‖ adopted by the US Congress on 

October 24, 1992, which deprives Azerbaijan of the US aid. Later in 1994, the 

former president of the Republic of Azerbaijan Heydar Aliyev had a first official 
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visit to the USA. He had met with Bill Clinton New York residence of US 

President. These days, namely on the 20
th
 of September signing of ―Contract of the 

Century‖ was taking place. Mr. Clinton expressed his hope regarding benefits of 

such a significant event in the history of oil industry. This event and personal 

qualities of Mr. Aliyev played exclusive role in the improvement and development 

of Azerbaijan – US relations. However "Amendment to Section 907‖ was 

remaining as main issue. Only after 11 September - 2011 events, when Azerbaijan 

joined anti-terrorist coalition and opened its airspace and airports to the U.S Air 

Force - in January2002, the US Congress approved a bill granting the US president 

authority to suspend Section 907
20

.Since then every January the U.S president has 

been suspending the amendment for a period of one year. However the final 

decision regarding finances belongs to Congress. Thus, every year during 

important financial issues "Amendment to Section 907‖ is also discussed and as a 

result it still exists as law.  

There was another case to wit moot point regarding appointment of 

Matthew Bryza as Ambassador to Azerbaijan. After 18-month break it had been a 

recess appointment. His candidacy had been proposed by Barack Obama but it was 

blocked by the Armenian lobby in the congress. Here it would be appropriate to 

replace Armenian lobby with the Armenian caucus because it was pro-Armenian. 

Sen. Barbara Boxer, a Democrat from California, who could delay his 

confirmation vote by the committee until September
21

. However finally on the 29
th
 

of December, in the face of opposition from the US Congress, US President Barack 

Obama appointed Matthew Bryza to the post of ambassador to Azerbaijan
22

.  

Unfortunately in January 2012, Bryza left the post because it wasn’t prolonged by 

Congress. The disclosure of it described by Washington Post editor Fred Hiatt in 

his article explains the reason of it: ―If Azerbaijan sees that the Armenia lobby, and 

two out of 100 senators, have veto power, the regime is unlikely to trust in the 

neutrality of the next envoy.
23

‖  
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Bryza’s own opinion regarding the situation between both countries is 

also clear from his interview for BBC Russian service. Former United States 

Ambassador to Azerbaijan Matthew Bryza said ―Nagorno-Karabakh is the part of 

Azerbaijan. In order to bring negotiations to agreement, Armenia must agree with 

this. However, we know that regarding this case Armenia has its own different 

stance…‖
24

 

It would be appropriate to mention positive cases also after negative 

ones. In 2011, Azerbaijan claimed the non-permanent seat, awarded to an Eastern 

European country - on the 17th round of balloting after it scored 155 votes from 

United Nations Member States in the General Assembly – well clear of the 

necessary two-thirds majority of States present and voting. Slovenia received 13 

votes and Hungary one vote
25

. It is the experience we can be proud of in front of 

our neighbors. What was possible to achieve during those 2 years of membership – 

is another point. By March 2014, the number of members of the U.S. 

Congressional Azerbaijan Caucus reached 63
26

. From 2010 to March 2015, the 

number of States of America that recognized Khojaly tragedy as genocide became 

17
27

. All these can be accepted as positive results of official and non-formal 

activities. Actually, if we refer to number of Azerbaijanis abroad, it is about 50 

millions which is 5 times more than in country itself. This means that if Diaspora 

could participate in various events more active or organize them, there would be 

more effective work. Senior diplomat of Embassy of Latvia to the USA, 

PeterisVinkelis, in his interview to Latvian newspaper ―Business and Baltija‖ 

noted, that ―Activities of professional lobbyists bring much more benefits rather 

than usual diplomatic channels, even more than official visits… Thus, payment for 

them is justified investment albeit with a risk degree‖
28

.   

 

Conclusion: 

Jews have become successful due to their education, intelligence, 

smartness. Armenians are successful because their lobbying history is pretty old. 
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Almost one century they have been lobbying at the right time, in the right places 

and did everything organized and united. As for Azerbaijan, they may be wrong 

considering that money will solve everything. Besides all formal and nor-formal 

lobbying activities, their amount, money spent on them, there is one more aspect 

worth to note: socio – psychological.  I believe that personal qualities and personal 

relationships between officials, authorities play the most important role. Personal 

qualities, skills and background of those who represent country abroad have to be 

exceptional. I would like to give an example from history that would support 

above. After World War I, as a result of negotiations of Treaty of Lausanne, the 

USA was the only country with which Turkey did not establish diplomatic 

relations.  The reason was that Armenian and Greek lobbies in the US had begun 

conducting anti-Turkish campaigns in the US. As a result, Senate rejected the 

Lausanne Treaty on 18 January 1927(don’t confuse it with treaty of Lausanne). 

The American public opinion was in favor of the ratification of the treaty and they 

blamed the Senate. However on the 17
th
of February for the establishment of 

Turkish — American diplomatic relations a Modus Vivendi was reached. 

Negotiations between Dr. TevfikRushtu, Minister of Foreign Affairs of Turkey, 

and Admiral Bristol took three days. As a result, personal relations of Admiral 

Bristol in Turkey and the Turkish understanding of the US position played a 

considerable role in the conclusion of the 1927 Modus Vivendi. Admiral Bristol 

mentioned that his close friendship with İsmet Pasha in Lausanne helped much to 

the materialization of the Modus Vivendi
29

. 

The art of lobbying is totelltherightwords to the right people
30

. However 

keep in mind, as one of the Speakers of the US House of Representatives Tip 

O’Neill said, ―Influence of lobbyists ends where national interests of the country 

start‖
31
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